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Abstract 
This paper deals with the design and deployment of a novel library class in Python, enabling 
the use of JavaScript functionalities in Application Programming and the leveraging of this 
Library into development for third generation technologies such as Private Cloud 
Computing. The integration of these two prevalent languages provides us with a new level of 
compliance which helps in developing an understanding between Web Programming and 
Application Programming. An inter-browser functionality wrapping, which would enable 
users to have a JavaScript experience in Python interfaces directly, without having to depend 
on external programs, has been developed. The functionality of this concept is prevalent in 
the fact that Applications written in JavaScript and accessed on the browser now have the 
capability of interacting with each other on a common platform with the help of a Python 
wrapper. The idea is demonstrated by the integrating with the now ubiquitous Cloud 
Computing concept. With the help of examples, we have showcased the same and explained 
how the Library XOCOM can be a stepping stone to flexible cloud computing environment. 
 
 
1. Introduction  
In 1977, Ken Olsen, the Founder of Digital Equipment Corp commented,” There is no 
reason why anyone would ever want a computer in their home.” In an amazing journey from 
that statement, today we are faced in an ironical situation, where while Computing has 
become an integral part of our lives, at the same time, there is a need to drastically reduce the 
physical presence of computing machines.  
Man has mechanized everything that can be mechanized. (Godin, 2008) Despite that, 
achieving a perfect score on cost management is a Utopian vision for all organizations. One 
of the key steps in walking towards this goal is in the form of efficient resource 
management. With more and more advancement in technologies and increased dependence 
on the machine, while there have been several benefits, there have also been several 
shortcomings in the form of unnecessary and humungous costs, floor space, hardware costs 
and an ever increasing demand for more of all these.  
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In 1969, Leonard Kleinrock , one of the chief scientists of the original Advanced Research 
Projects Agency Network (ARPANET) project which seeded the Internet, said: “As of now, 
computer networks are still in their infancy, but as they grow up and become sophisticated, 
we will probably see the spread of ‘computer utilities’ which, like present electric and 
telephone utilities, will service individual homes and offices across the country.” (Leonard 
Kleinrock, 2010) A true reproduction of this statement into reality is in the form of Cloud 
Computing, wherein all computing services available on a physical machine, will now be 
available on a Virtual machine, which can be easily accessible from any machine. This not 
only changes the traditional meaning of a computer, but also reduces massively on the costs 
ensured by organizations in procuring hardware and costly, complex IT infrastructure. 
Understanding the accelerated demand for Cloud Computing in today’s dynamic scenario, 
we took up this as a key area of research. In our ongoing work, we have developed an easy 
and flexible programming methodology for obtaining Cloud Computing functionalities 
through the integration of Python & JavaScript, with the help of a Library class. As is 
common knowledge, Python as well as JavaScript are popularly used languages, both with 
their own set of advantages and disadvantages. By amalgamating these two languages, we 
have created a panacea to the puzzle of cloud computing. While JavaScript, as is the norm, is 
used in the Web Programming, Python engine is used for interaction with a server and 
achieving collaboration amongst various systems lying on the network. 
Through the course of this paper, we have examined this concept. In Section 2, we have 
given a short description of the Library Class – XOCOM, its functionality and its usefulness. 
Further, we discuss Cloud Computing as a concept. The subsequent section talks about using 
XOCOM to facilitate Cloud Computing, the various possible architectures of these solutions. 
We have also explained the feasibility of the concept with the help of examples of Mesh 
Collaboration which we have achieved. The final section deals with the future scope of the 
project.  
 
2. The Library - XOCOM 
 
2.1 Need for Integrating Python & JavaScript 
While web applications have always enjoyed having rich user interfaces, it can be safely 
said, that these applications lack in high level programming and powerful server side 
scripting as compared to Desktop applications. Desktop applications on the other hand, 
while being highly advanced in the programming aspect, find their scope limited by User 
Interface and data submission features. In our study, we have taken into account two popular 
languages – Python and JavaScript. Python forms a great tool for programming; it does not 
have the inbuilt features to aid in creation, packaging and distribution of various dynamic 
web based elements which are available in the web. These features include use of forms for 
data submission, use of various other web elements to provide users with an enriching 
experience, et al.  On the other hand, JavaScript gives a great platform to provide users with 
the perfect web experience, including some major advantages like cross-browser support and 
being able to create more sophisticated user interfaces. JavaScript effects are also much 
faster to download than some other front-end technologies like Flash and Java applets. 
However, JavaScript is not an independent language. It needs a program to act as a parasite 
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on. JavaScript is included in HTML and PHP files to provide the web interface. This led to 
the development of XPCOM or Cross Platform Component Object Model. (Schwenke, F. & 
Weideman, M., 2006).  In order to allow interoperability between components within an 
application, XPCOM separates the implementation of a component from the interface. It has 
various components to it. (Oeschger, I. & Turner, D., 2003) PyXPCOM allows for 
communication between Python and XPCOM, such that a Python application can access 
XPCOM objects, and XPCOM can access any Python class that implements an XPCOM 
interface. But these interfaces create additional and complex programs, extra components 
which make the program unnecessarily heavy and complicated.  
This led us to the recognition of a need for a simple library which can bring the 
advantages of JavaScript into normal everyday programming on Python. We and 
developers from SocialText Inc. developed the library called XOCOM (Closs L., 2008). 
Using this library, we can enable users to have a JavaScript experience in Python interfaces 
directly, without having to depend on external programs. (Preeti, K.S., 2008) 
 
2.2 Explaining the Library – XOCOM 
The XOCOM package is a library for running DHTML activities in the Sugar development 
environment. [15] The basic utility of the package is in its ability to help integrate JavaScript 
codes with Python codes, hence, ensuring a flexible and robust communication between 
both.  
XOCOM package is built in Python and uses the XPCOM library for support and 
implementation. It imports its viewing package from Hulahop [10]. The class XOCOM 
consists of the following functions:  
1. Constructor: This function gets the URI of the file and grants it full or partial access 
to XPCOM as required by the application. By default it grants full access. 
2. Access Function: This function helps in accessing XPCOM. It decides its preference 
class as typical to XPCOM programming and then, using the interface command, it 
gains the required services. Also, in the same function, the character and Boolean 
preferences of the file characters are set. 
3. Web View Function: This function uses a wrapper method to create a new webview 
embedded browser component. 
4. Browser Function: This function is the most important part of the browser 
communication. It uses a JavaScript file and issues a callback using XPCOM. The 
command will execute a JavaScript method registered with the same name and return 
any value received from the JavaScript. During the execution of this function an 
Instance class of a Mutable array is defined. This array is used to save any parameters 
that JavaScript returns. The parameters are then passed to the JS file. If an event 
occurs, the Observer class is used to send data to the JS Observer. Finally, the 
Mutable array is checked to see if the JS observer had returned any parameters. The 
result is then printed. 
The XOCOM JavaScript Source creates a global XO object that communicates with the 
Python XPCOM code running this activity. The HTML file should register several callbacks 
with the XO object to handle requests from the activity. The JavaScript file needs access to 
use the XPCom functions from the Python file. To obtain that, a Universal Connect object is 
declared and the XPCOM objects are unwrapped to get at the data passed to us. Next the 
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JavaScript file declares its own Mutable Array and preference class. While executing the 
registered callbacks, these objects are used to wrap the return object into an XPCOM object. 
 
2.3 Features of XOCOM 
                              
A. Cross-Platform Interoperability 
The main and most appealing features of XOCOM remains its ability to integrate Web 
and Application Programming with the inclusion of a single library. The use of this is 
prevalent especially in core Python development, such as OLPC XO Activity 
development, as we have experienced (Goth, G., 2008). 
 
B. Ease-Of-Use & Simple Integration 
Unlike its successors, XOCOM does not have an excessive dependence on browser 
capabilities. It is easy-to-use, and results in a simple and structured programming style, 
which can be easily replicated even in complex problems. 
  
2.4 Working of XOCOM 
When the main Python file of the activity starts functioning, the XOCOM object is first 
created. In order that the Python code communicates with the JS code, an interface has to 
exist. This is through the JQuery and HTML file (Volder, K.D., 2005) (Jonathan, C. & 
Swedberg, K., 2007). In the HTML code, simple functions are registered to handle 
commands from the activity. This is achieved using the JQuery JavaScript file. The data for 
this page is stored in a text area, and we just set or read the data in the text area. During the 
communication, the XOCOM.js files registers call backs and communicates with the 
XOCOM.py file and through this Python file, it communicates with the activity too. During 
its usage in the toolbar execution, when the toolbar class calls XOCOM, it creates a canvas 
for itself to display the toolbars. Hence, all in all, XOCOM involves the interaction of 
various entities, which include: 
 
• HTML File 
• JQuery JS File 
• XOCOM Python File 
• XOCOM JS File 
• Activity Python File 
• Toolbar Python File 
 
 
The code snippet showing the basic XOCOM class used for initialization is as follows:  
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class XOCom: 
    # Constructor gives full XPCom access by default 
    # It should be improved for future apps that may not need full access 
 
    def __init__(self, control_sending_text,uri=None): 
        if uri: 
            self.uri = uri 
        else: 
            self.uri = 'file://' + get_bundle_path() + '/web/index.HTML'; 
        self.control_sending_text=control_sending_text 
        self.give_full_xpcom_access() 
        self.set_observer() 
         
 
    # Give the browser permission to use XPCom interfaces 
    # This is necessary for XPCom communication to work 
     
    def give_full_xpcom_access(self): 
    pref_class = components.classes["@mozilla.org/preferences-service;1"] 
    prefs = pref_class.getService(components.interfaces.nsIPrefService)              
prefs.getBranch('signed.applets.').setBoolPref('codebase_principal_support
',True); 
    prefs.getBranch('capability.principal.').setCharPref( 
                        'socialcalc.granted', 'UniversalXPConnect') 
    prefs.getBranch('capability.principal.').setCharPref( 
                        'socialcalc.id', self.uri) 
 
    # Wrapper method to create a new webview embedded browser component 
    # Uses hulahop's WebView.  Assumes that you'll want to serve 
    # web/index.HTML relative to your activity directory. 
 
    def create_webview(self): 
        web_view = WebView() 
        ##self.uri = 'file://' + get_bundle_path() + '/web/index.HTML'; 
        web_view.load_uri(self.uri) 
        web_view.show() 
        return web_view 
 
         
3.  Cloud Computing 
 
3.1 What is Cloud Computing? 
In concept, cloud computing refers to the gradual shift towards “anywhere” computing sans 
hardware. Cloud computing is being touted as a delivery model of IT services through 
internet, wherein the term “cloud” refers to internet. Thanks to the availability of services 
over the cloud, there is a redundancy in the amount of hardware that requires to be installed. 
This concept is also known as “Virtualization”.  
 
 
Cloud computing has come to encompass several phenomenon, including, utility computing, 
software as a service or SAAS, Platform as a service or PAAS., Internet based applications, 
peer to peer computing and remote operations. But the single unique selling point of this 
concept is the fact that those embracing cloud computing, do not own the physical 
infrastructure, hence saving immensely on capital expenditures. This not only leads to 
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improvement in service delivery and optimization of resources and costs, but also leads to a 
more efficient system of operation. 
 
3.2 Types of Cloud Computing 
The term "Cloud" is really an umbrella term for a variety of technologies and services. For 
most businesses, there are 3 relevant types of clouds, as shown in the figure 3.1: 
• Private Cloud: A cloud environment which creates a virtual computing 
environment behind a company's firewall and accessible only to limited users 
behind the firewall.  
• Public Cloud: A cloud environment which exists outside a company's firewall, 
offered as a pay per usage service by a 3rd party vendor (eg. Amazon EC2, Sun 
OCP, Google AppEngine). Applications and storage are made available to 
general public over the Internet. 
• Hybrid Computing: A cloud environment is a mixture of both private and 
public cloud environments. 
 
 
Fig 3.1: Types of Cloud Computing 
 
 
3.3 Benefits of Cloud Computing 
The benefits of cloud computing are many. The promise of cloud computing is to enable 
companies to meet their computing requirements with the minimal possible hardware. It 
helps them in automating their system with minimum possible human interaction. Some of 
the advantages include:  
Public Cloud 
Private 
Cloud 
PRIVATE 
CLOUD 
PRIVATE 
CLOUD 
PRIVATE 
CLOUD 
PRIVATE 
CLOUD 
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• Dynamic & Flexible Computing Environment 
• Accessibility from everywhere, without dependence on hardware and software 
• Service level driven IT management, wherein decisions are made based on 
organizational challenges and needs 
• Reduced Capital Expenditure by eliminating purchase that address only peak 
demand 
• Avoid over-provisioning of resources – map provisioning directly to demand 
• Increase financial agility 
• Variable cost structures 
• Automate manual processes 
• Reduce dependence on hardware 
 
4.  XOCOM and Cloud Computing 
 
4.1 Need for a New Integration 
Python, as a programming language, has increasingly been projected as one of the most 
dynamic means of achieving cloud computing. (Brandic I., Broberg J., Buyya R., Shin Y. C. 
& Venugopal S., 2008). One of the most popular Cloud Computing engines is the Google 
App Engine, which allows the user to run Web Applications written using Python as a 
programming language. It virtualizes applications across multiple servers and data centers. 
Python web frameworks that run on Google App Engine include Django, CherryPy, Pylons, 
and web2py, as well as a custom Google-written webapp framework and several others have 
emerged since the release. [14] But even companies like Google are slowly expanding 
towards a language independent framework. 
In these circumstances, we believe in the inception of a Library that invites the functionality 
of integration of two of the most important languages in this context – JavaScript and 
Python. While thus far, we have only witnessed the use of Python Application Programming 
for clouds, we can now take this a step further and introduce JavaScript for the Application 
Programming, while utilizing Python for the Server interaction. This gives us the power of 
Web programming through JavaScript, its ease of use, forms and dynamic user interfaces, in 
applications. At the same, using Python’s robust engines, we can still obtain the features of 
collaboration and networking, hence, together ringing in the era of cloud computing on 
JavaScript and Python. The architecture is as described in the figure 4.1. 
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Fig 4.1: High Level Cloud Computing Architecture 
 
4.2 The Cloud Computing Stack 
In our design of the solution, our stack structure has been defined as follows: 
• Client: Software that relies on the cloud for application delivery, which in our 
case is the simple Web Browser 
• Application: Utilises cloud computing in software architecture, making the need 
to install an application on a system redundant. Typically, our applications are 
JavaScript applications, which are easy to run, browser independent and do not 
require installation. 
• Cloud Platform: Delivers the cloud stack as a service. It facilitates the 
deployment of the application, and reduces the cost of individual installation of 
the softwares and hardwares. In our example, a Python platform is implemented. 
• Cloud Infrastructure: In the form of Physical Computers, as well as virtual 
machines  
• Servers: Designed to handle data virtualization at a competent level. 
 
 
 
 
 
School Server
PYTHON XOCOM LAYER
JAVASCRIPT APPLICATION
THROUGH BROWSER
PYTHON XOCOM LAYER PYTHON XOCOM LAYER
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CLIENTS – WEB BROWSER 
USER INTERFACE MACHINE INTERFACE 
APPLICATION – JAVASCRIPT 
PLATFORM – PYTHON 
COMPUTING NETWORK STORAGE 
INFRASTRUCTURE 
SERVERS 
  
Fig 4.2: Cloud Computing Stack 
 
4.3 The Cloud Architecture 
In order to define our cloud architecture, we have considered two possibilities in which 
collaboration can be achieved.  
• Application hosting on the infrastructure server itself 
• Application hosting is on the server as well as on individual systems, enabling 
sharing through and caching through the server based application 
 
In order to demonstrate the methodology used in these architectures, we have taken the 
example of a Spreadsheet activity developed over JavaScript and deployed across networks 
through Python via XOCOM. 
 
5.  IMPLEMENTATION OF XOCOM IN CLOUD COMPUTING 
 
5.1 Introduction to our Example Activity 
SocialCalc or Social Calculator is a spreadsheet activity, developed for functioning on the 
OLPC XO. Hence, it runs on the Sugar environment and can suitably be integrated onto the 
XO environment. The programming for the same has been done by Dan Bricklin of Software 
Garden, Inc., for Socialtext, Inc (Bricklin, D., 2009). The main programming is in 
JavaScript. However, later on, to facilitate the integration into XO, the Python programming 
has been added by Luke Closs and K.S Preeti. The main idea of the Spreadsheet activity for 
the XO is to include features that would enable children to make easy use of the typical 
features of Spreadsheet activities such as Organization, Tabulation, Graphing and simple 
Calculations.  
In the main Python code of the Social Calc Activity, the library inclusions are followed by 
an inclusion of the XOCOM library by using the following code: 
 
from XOCom import XOCom 
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In the class of the main activity, the following functions are used: 
 
1. Constructor: In the constructor, an XOCOM object used to communicate with the 
browser is declared. Using the Activity toolbox library, a toolbox is declared. The 
canvas is set using XOCOM. 
2. Write File Function: Using the “send to browser” function of the XOCOM, the 
content of the file is written to the browser. 
3. Read File Function: Again using the “send to browser” function of the XOCOM, 
the file is read.  
In the following sections, where we have defined our solution to cloud computing using the 
XOCOM library, the nomenclature used is as follows: 
 
• Application – Spreadsheet activity called SocialCalc, written in JavaScript 
• Platform – Python, integrated through XOCOM Library 
• Infrastructure – XO Laptop and School server  
 
5.2 Cloud Computing on Spreadsheet 
As explained above, the cloud computing architecture can be defined in two methods: 
 
5.2.1When the Application resides on the server, common to all the XO laptops 
 
In this case, the application residing on the school server is common to all the XO laptops. 
Hence, this removes the need to install the application on the network laptops. This is an 
instance of Private Cloud Computing, where in all the systems integrated to the cloud access 
the application on the browser, the server handles the specific operations such as saving, etc. 
This case has been achieved as follows: 
a) The index.HTML file would act as a normal web page hosted on the server.  
b) JavaScript would be used to control all the event handling and the calculations  
c) Since we are demonstrating cloud computing through Python, we would be using 
Python bindings on the server side in order to use these features in this infrastructure. 
d) Browse activity on the XO Laptops will be used to view and edit the spreadsheets.  
The architecture is as shown in Figure 5.1. XOCOM played an integral role in implementing 
this architecture. The different sections where XOCOM was used are as follows: 
 
a) Integration with the server: XOCOM is used to create an interface between the 
original JavaScript and HTML code of SocialCalc and the Python used for server-
side scripting.  
b) Scaling XOCOM to support collaborative working: Though the SocialCalc was 
ready to be used by individual browsers on their XOs but infrastructure was needed 
in order to support collaboration. Changes were introduced in the Python as well as 
the JavaScript parts with XOCOM acting as the base, to create the infrastructure.  
 
In order to achieve this framework, we utilized the Google App Engine to upload our 
solution. The Python code was used for the server side scripting, while the JavaScript code 
running on the Browser acted as the main activity. 
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Fig 5.1: When the Application resides on the server, common to all the XO laptops 
 
5.2.1.1 Extension of the architecture through Mesh Networking 
 
Mesh networking is a term used for a range of network architectures which allow for 
multiple routes hopping due to the flexible point-to-multipoint way radio architecture. The idea 
is to simulate a network like environment in the school campus, enabling seamless interaction of 
students through the XO Laptops. In the previous section, we achieved collaboration in 
SocialCalc by creating the infrastructure on the server itself. However, the browser used on 
XO laptops is also capable of collaboration in local range due to mesh networking. This 
enables all students on the mesh to collaborate and interact on the browser based 
Spreadsheet activity. Hence the concept of cloud computing is further extended.  
 
 
5.2.2 When the Python Platform resides on the XO Laptops 
In this case, the Python Platform package has to be installed on the XO laptops in the 
network, while the application itself is accessible through the browser. The server is used for 
two purposes 
a) To improve the interactivity, in order to enable more XO laptops to be a part of the 
mesh network 
b) To keep a copy of the spreadsheet, since we can save the files on the server as well. 
 
 
 
XO 1 Using 
Spreadsheet 
through 
Browser. 
XO 2 Using 
Spreadsheet 
through 
Browser. 
 
XO 3 Using 
Spreadsheet 
through 
Browser. 
 
School Server running the 
Python and JavaScript Code of 
the spreadsheet with the help of 
XOCOM in the background 
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Fig 5.2: When the Python Platform resides on the XO Laptops 
 
The functioning of the same can be achieved as follows: 
a) Infrastructure will be created for sharing the spreadsheet activity over the mesh 
network.  
b) The Python code from the XO laptop will be used for interacting with the server.  
c) Some code for Python server-side scripting is required to save the spreadsheets on 
the server as well. 
The architecture is as shown in Figure 5.2. 
 
The proposed technique is based on the modification of the existing programming of 
SocialCalc, and the use of XOCOM in order to facilitate Mesh Networking. The 
infrastructure was created as follows: 
 
a) Firstly, to create a basic infrastructure which is required by all the Sugar activities to 
achieve collaboration, changes were made in the Python part of the code and 
functions and classes were added so that the data can reach from one XO laptop to 
another. For this we used dbus-tubes and telepathy framework in order to achieve 
collaboration. This is the most relied upon system used by Sugar activities to achieve 
collaboration.  
b) The Python code of XOCOM was enhanced by creating a basic infrastructure so that 
we can not only call functions and send data from Python to the JavaScript part but 
XO 1 With 
XOCOM 
running the 
Spreadsheet 
School Server running the 
Python Code in the background 
XO 2 With 
XOCOM 
running the 
Spreadsheet 
XO 3 With 
XOCOM 
running the 
Spreadsheet 
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we can easily call functions and send parameters from JavaScript part to the Python 
part.  
c) In the JavaScript part of the XOCOM library, equivalent changes were made so that 
JavaScript part can notify the Python part that it needs to send data over the mesh. 
Many new XPCOM interfaces and methods were added to achieve the same.  
 
The code snippets from the Python part are as follows:  
  
     
def send_to_browser_shared(self,command): 
    if command[0]=='execute': 
      array = components.classes ["@mozilla.org/array;1"] .createInstance    
      (components.interfaces.nsIMutableArray) 
      str = components.classes["@mozilla.org/supports- 
      string;1"].createInstance(components.interfaces.nsISupportsString) 
      str.data = command[1] 
      array.appendElement(str, False) 
      str2 = components.classes["@mozilla.org/supports- 
      string;1"].createInstance(components.interfaces.nsISupportsString) 
      str2.data = command[2] 
      array.appendElement(str2, False) 
 
      observerService = components.classes["@mozilla.org/observer- 
      service;1"] 
      ob_serv = observerService.getService (components.interfaces.  
      nsIObserverService); 
             
      if not array.length:  
         print 'no need of sending anywhere , array is empty' 
      ob_serv.notifyObservers(array, "XO-message", 'execute'); 
 
 
         
The major advantage of using this architecture lies in the fact that we are able to save copies 
of data both on the XO as well as on the server, supporting offline and online modes of 
work. Also, deployment of this method is simple and easy to implement, by simply including 
a library which will also ensure that all Python functionalities are supported by the system. 
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5.3 Screenshots of Implemented Cloud Computing 
 
             
Fig 5.3 Starting the spreadsheet application on 1st XO laptop 
 
Fig 5.4 Editing the spreadsheet on the 1st XO laptop 
 
 
Fig 5.5 Activity is shared over mesh network on the 1st XO 
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Fig 5.6 The shared activity being joined from another XO laptop 
 
 
Fig 5.7 Spreadsheet application starting on the 2nd XO laptop 
 
 
Fig 5.8 Editing the spreadsheet on the 2nd XO laptop 
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Fig 5.9 Changes are transferred to the 1st XO as well showing collaboration 
 
6 Conclusion 
During the course of our research, an enhanced class library was defined for Python, which 
brought the functionalities of JavaScript programming in to Python. This library is more than 
just a wrapper class, as it helps to embrace not one, but several complex functionalities of 
Python into JavaScript and vice versa, such as collaboration. Once we achieved success in 
performing basic operations using XOCOM, we further expanded the project by 
implementing a Private Cloud Computing environment with the help of this Library. We 
also furthered our study by understanding the scalability of this library as a useful tool for 
Cloud computing. Based on our evaluations, our estimates position this library as a possible 
integral part of development of Cloud Computing and Web 2.0 Applications, giving us an 
edge to make more powerful and dynamic IT infrastructure tools.  
In our opinion, the architecture involving implementation with the Application residing on 
the server, common to all the XO laptops, and accessible through any Browser is a complete 
and wholesome implementation of Cloud Computing, as it does not involve any dependency 
on the XO Laptop. 
Most applications on the Internet make intensive use of JavaScript. With this development, 
there is a possibility of making all these applications interactive on the cloud, allowing us to 
take Cloud computing to a micro-level. Similarly, several intuitive applications work 
through Python, which can now be taken to the cloud. The scope is immense, ranging from 
Administrative applications allowing for efficient systems, health applications on the cloud 
enabling medical services to all through the cloud, entertainment and social media on the 
cloud, giving a spurt to Social Networking and many more applications. 
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